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the gardens in which th�ir owners cultivate and im
prove them with jealous ardor. Here, too, will be found 
shrubs, fruit trees, all the forest species, the inevitable 
pumpkins, with their usual retinue of monstrous aspar
aguses, gigantic radishes, microscopic melons, and red 
tOlllatoes, and, in the hothouses, May grapes. palms, 
tree ferns, gloxinias, cactuses, bamboos, orchids, car
nivorous plants, etc., and perhaps a specimen of tbe 
Victoria 1·egia. 

The park thus transformed cannot be encumbered 
with edifices. There are constructing therein, however, 
a few pavilions designed for the minister of public 
works, for the administration of forests,for a restaurant, 
for a beer saloon, or for special exhibits. Through two 
small turrets opposite the doors of the palace access 
will be had to the abandoned mushroom caves, which 
extend under the Trocadero, and which a group of 
naturalists and engineers is engaged in converting into 
a geological museum. Here will be seen mine galleries, 
the successive stratifications of our globe, ores, fossils, 
all the surprises of a trip to the center of the earth. 

As for the aquarium, which is more familiar to the 
Parisians who make Sunday excursions to Passy than 
to professional fish breeders, that will not be disturbed, 
but will be ornamented, restored, and restocked. 

THE CHAMP DE MARS. 
A foot bridge, which leaves free the Versailles road, 

connects the Jena bridge and Champ de Mars with the 
Trocadero park. This foot bridge and the Jena bridge 
crossed, we find ourselves upon the part of the Orsay 
wharf bounded by Suffren and Labourdonnais avennes 
-an extraordinary village in which the different types 
of dwelling, from the grottoes and lacustrine cities of 
the Stone Age up to the !;culptural magnificences of 
the Renaissance, are collected. 

group of education and teaching (that is to say, print
ing, publishing, school materials, paper trade, etc.), 
mat,erials for painting, drawing, and photographing, 
musical instruments, medical and surgical apparatus, 
instruments of precision, the maps and plans of the an
thropological section, and of the retrospective history 
of labor, and, finally, in the aisles neighboring Suffren 
avenue, those of Servia, Greece, and the republic of St. 
Martin, the aisles bordering the garden being occupied 
by various restaurants. 

In order properly to install the drawings, reproduc
tions, reductions, and characteristic scenes in which 
the organizers of this curions revival of the past pro
pose to present the history of labor and the anthro
pological sciences, Mr. Paul Sedille has construeted a 
wooden palace in Mr. Formige's iron one. Four open 
spaces have been reserved for those pieces of large di
mensions which, as a whole, will present the history of 
the creations of human genius from the most primitive 
and rudimentary apparatus to the most recent and 
perfect productions of contemporary applied science. 
Upon gazing at this graceful, elegant. and convenient 
structure, one feels that it has been conceived by an 
artist of refined and very practical taste, and one �in
gularly skillful in the utilization of the multiple re
sources that the modern industries hold at the disposal 
of architects. 

The palace of fine arts is an immense hall in which 
musical instruments will be exhibited, and which con
nects wi th the galleries of the various exhibitions. Some 
of these galleries are arranged at right angles with the 
Seine and others parallel with it. All those at right 
angles belong to the foreign sections and form two dis
tinct groups, separated by the English gardens, in 
which stand the paVilions of the city of Paris, and 
which descend in an imperceptible slope to the pillars 
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Immediately after this wonderful city, an erudite and 10f the Eiffeltower. The 

.

paranel galleries as II. whole 
artistic piece of work, the carrying out of which has are divided in the direction of the a][i8 of the Chalnp 
been confided to the architect Charles Garnier, looms de Mars by a vast central promenade, limited in front 
up so fine, so slender, so perfectly proportioned despite by a majestic dome and behind by the main door of 
its colossal dimensions, that it does not throw into the machinery palace. 
shade any of the monuments over which the shaft The three ceutral galleries at right angles with the 
towers. Every one now knows that this gigantic" nail" river, devoted to musical instruments, will be occupied 
will weigh over fourteen million pounds, and will by Italy, Switxerland, the United States, Spain, Portu
measure at the base of the lightning rod 395 feet more gal, Luxemburg, Norway, and Japan. Russia will oc
than the Washington monument. cupy the first parallel gallery, and after her will come 

In less than a month the second story will be finish- the French industries in the following order: cutlery, 
ed, and, 011 the 14th of July, Mr. Alphaud will be able jewelry, ceramics, glass, furniture, upholstery, tapes
to set off upon this 400 foot platform a lot of fireworks try, wall paper, perfumery, clocks, art bronzes, and ap
that may be seen by the Parisians of Auteuil, Batig- paratus for heatmg and lighting. 
no lies, Saint Maude, and Montparnasse without leaving Through the central passage of the parallel galleries, 
their houses. it will be necessa,.y first to enter the machinery palace. 

As vast as are the galleries designed for the exhibition This latter will consist essentially of a main nave, 
of the various industries, they are not capable of ac- 375Xl,410 feet, the first story of which will be reached 
commodating the numerous foreigners and the still by wide stairways, and at the two extremities of which 
more numerous Frenchmen who have asked for space will be platforms 70 feet in width. 
to present their products to the public therein. It has The building will cover an area of 910,620 square feet. 
been neces!1ary to erect in the park in which the tower It will comprise 20 metallic trusses, the two largest of 
is located an infinite number of huildings of an sizes which are at the extremities, and upon which will rest 
and shapes to accommodate Brazil, the Argentine Re- the entire framework of the roof. Steel will be used 
public, Mexico, Venezuela, Chili, Bolivia. Uruguay, in the trusses. The roofing of the side aisles will be 
Guatemala, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Dominica, Hayti. zinc, while that of the center will be striated glass, two 
Salvador, Honduras, and Colombia, and also a few and a half inches in thickness. The decoration will be 
private exhibits that could find no room in the gal- very Simple. Mr. Dulert, the bold architect who COll
Ieries. ceived and executed the plan, has endeavored to give 

Behind this agglomeration of exotic structures, op- the structure a utilitarian character. The machinery 
posite the Champ de Mars station, is the palace of lib- palace may be considered as one of the most original 
eral arts, planned by Architect Formige. The entrance characters of the exposition, which includes so great a 
to this palace is denoted by two porches looking upon number. 
the English garden, and in the construction of which On leaving this structure, we cannot return to the in
the artist has used terra cotta and gilded tiles. The dustrial galieries withQut visiting the dome of their 
palace is of iron, metallic architecture giving no facade, under which the Gobelins and Sevres manu
"masses," In 1!:l89 it will receive the exhibits of the facturers will exhibit their most magnificent products. 
ministers of justice and of the interior, and of the This dome, by its situation, by the variety of the ele-
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ments that enter into its structure, and by its sculp
tural decoration, will be one of the curiosities of the 
exposition. '1'0 the left and right of it, along the 
facades of the galleries, will run an open portico de· 
signed for restaurants. cafes, and beer gardens, and 
consisting of a fine metallic colonnade supporting a frieze 
that hides the extremities of the roofs under decorative 
"motifs" borrowed from the industries whose products 
will occupy the neighboring spaces. Such products 
are those that will be collected together in the second 
group of parallel galleries: first, against the machin· 
ery palace, wrought and unwrought metals, then, in suc
cession, returning toward the garden, leathers, furs, 
chemical products, forest products, te][tile materials, 
oil8, etc. 

The last of the parallel galleries will be reserved for 
the Austro-Hungarian manufacturers, who will occupy 
the whole of it. 

The galleries at right angles will be occupied by 
Belgium, the Netherlands, and Great Britain and her 
colonies. Bordering upon Labourdonnais A venue will 
be located the special exhibitions of the Ceraluic Union 
and of a few metallurgical establishments that would 
take up too much space in the palaces. Opposite Eng
land there will be a hall in which sculpture will be ex
hibited and which will open upon Rapp Avenue. 
Finally, will cOlIJe the palace of fine arts, identical 
externally with that of liberal arts, and under the ex
ternal galleries of which the visitors will find a reading 
and writing room. a smoking room. a hair dresser's 
shop and toilet rooms. The palace of fine arts will 
contain only a collection of the paintings and draw
ings executed during the last eleven years by the most 
celebrated French artists. 

Around and in front of the palace of fine arts there 
will be a park occupied by chalets and small houses: 
The press pavilion, in which the Parisian journal
ists will offer hospitality to their provincial and foreign 
confreres; the bureau of post offices and telegraphs; 
the pavilion Louis XV., designed by Mr. Jacques for 
the Society of Pastillists; the pavilion of the aquarel
lists, and that of the principality of Monaco ; the Swed
ish chalet; a circular structure recalling the choragic 
monument of Lysycrates; the pavilions of the gas, 
telephone, and tobacco societies; and many private 
buildings for exhibition purposes. 

THE WHARFS AND THE ESPLANADE. 

Before leaving the Champ de Mars, it will be neces
sary to cast a glance at the Seine barges �ontaining 
the fluviatile and marit;ime exhibits-models of ships, 
fishing apparatus, rowboats, beacons, semaphores, 
sirens, etc. 

On the Orsay wharf, from Labourdonnais Avenne 
to Faber Street, covered and closed galleries will re
ceive agricultural instruments. At a point midway be
tween the J ena and Alma bridges a special palace will 
be constructed for food products, and, around it. manu
facturers will make and sell their various products. 

The esplanade of the Invalides is to be almost wholly 
occupied by Algerian exhibits and those of the col
onies. 

1:'1',E\,iENT J',TA.T"E. ()� TEE "W()1"K. 
Work on the machinery palace is advancing rapidly. 

Seven out of the nineteen trusses are in place. The 
palace of the various industries is now ready for the 
reception of the interior installations. 

The palaces of fine arts and liberal arts are both half 
finished. At present the pillars of the central dome 
are in course of erection. 

For the above details and the accompanying engrav
ings, we are indebted to Le Monde Illustre. 

THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.* 
WHEN British Columbia entered the Canadian 1] nion 

in 1871, the principal condition of the union was that 
the Dominion should within ten years conm.ct the 
Pacific seaboard with the railroad system of Canada, 
construction to commence on the Pacific coast in 187:3. 
It was decided t.hat the road should be built and 
operated by a subsidized private corporation, and 
a contract was made with Sir Hugh Allan on the basis 
of a subsidy of $30,000,000 cash, 50,000,000 acres of land, 
and perpetual exemption of the property from taxa
tion. SIr Hugh did not form his company, the govern
ment changed, and in 1874 it was decided to build the 
road as a public work. In 1875 construction began 
between Lake Superior and the prairieTegion. Another 
change of government was followed by a reversion to 
the first policy of building the road by a private corpo
ration, and in 1880 a contract was made with the pre
sent company. 

The concession on the part of the government in
cluded a subsidy of $25,000,000 cash and 25,000,000 acres 
of land; right of way through public property; free 
import of all material for construction; the government 
to complete the sections then under contract, about 
700 miles, and hand them over to the company as a 
free gift� all property of the company and its capital 
stock to be exempt from taxation of any kind. Besides 
these concessions there was the celebrated" monopoly 
clause," lately surrendered, by which it was provided 
that for a period of twenty years no line should be 
chartered south of the railroad except to run in a 
direction southwest or west of southwest. The compa
ny agreed to build 2.000 miles of railroad and to operate 
it ten years after completion. 

A rapid survey of the financial history of the enter
prise was given by Mr. Keifer, but is omitted here as 
being tolerably well known to our readers. 

The general location of the Canadian Pacific, from 
Montreal to the Rocky Mountain�, is governed by 
three great geographical features, Lake Superior, the 
Lake of the Woods, and Lake Winnipeg. It must go 
north of the first two and south of the third. Passing 
from 'the Ottawa valley into that of Lake Huron, the 
line traverses, for about 100 miles, the watershed of 
Hudson Bay near the height of land. Descending to 
Lake Superior,numerous long rock cuts are encounter
ed, separated by shallow valleys, generally with marshy 
bottoms and little materiAJ for roadbed near them or 
over them except solid rock. bowlders, and hard pan. 
Timber being abundant, the grade was thrown up. and 
trestling was freely resorted to. thus reducing the 
depth of the rock cuts. and also the difficulty from 

* An abstract of the annual address of the president of the American 
Society of Civil Engineers, IIIr. Thomas C. Keifer. read at the IInnllIli 
convention ot 1888.-Bailroaa Gautte. 
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snow, which generally falls to greater depth than on 
any other portion of the road, with the exception of 
the Seikirk Mountains. Along the eastern shore of 
Lake Superior are much heavy rock work and numer
ous tunnels. The rock excavation runs up to hun
dreds.of thousands of yards on some miles. The cost 
of one mile is said to approach $700,000. The highest 
summit between Montreal and Lake Superior is 1,550 
ft. above tide water, and between Lake Superior and 
Rpd River it is 1,560 ft. The maximum grade in either 
direction between Montreal and Lake Superior is 1 per 
cent. and thelilharpest curve 6 degrees. Between Lake 
Superior and the Rocky Mountains, the maximum 
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and in warm weather will often run 12 in. under an good or not. As to solid rock classification, the results 
ordinary train. Cinder ballast keeps the track in fair on one division were surprising. The geology of the 
line and surface, but does not in the least prevent the route, which consists largely of metamorphic rocks, 
creeping of the rails. S pikes must be left out each side was" altered," decidedly. Trap under 3 n. was $3.40 
of the angle plates, otherwiSe the creeping rail would per yard, while granite was $2.20. and more trap was 
carry the ties with it. The whole muskeg, when a returned at this price than could have existed had all 
train is passing, shows a series of short waves 5 to 6 in. the cuttings been floored with it. When trains could 
deep. The general superintendent of the western divi- get through, the company's chief officers found theil· 
sion, Mr. Whyte, proposes t(l) use 12 ft. ties, 40 in. angle! ballast trains working in cuts where there was no 
bars, and cut a. dot in alternate sides of the rail at: ledge rock, but in which large amounts, including trap, 
every tie. had been returned. They ordered a remeasurement, 

During the construction of this part of the road, some which was confirmed by another one made by the 
rather serious '4oeations rose out of interpretations of court, and on one contract the final estimate was re

duced between $300,000 and $400,000. Other similar 
cases on this division were settled on the basis of the 
remeasurement. The section engineers who measured 
and classified the work in the first instance were, 
generally, in accord with the remeasurement, and the 
sub-contractors were settled with on their classifica
tion. After the sub-contractors had been paid off, a 
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revised classification Was made out for the final esti

• mate, in which the formation was altered, as effectu
'ally as by an igneous eruption, granite merging into 

mica slate, and trap overflowing everywhere. 
The Prairie Section.-For various reasons, the com

pany decided to abandon the location which had been 
adopted by the government from the Red River to the 
Rocky Mountains, and to follow a line nearly due west 
on the 50th parallel, both to shorten the through dis
tance and to leave no room for a competing trunk line 
on the south. 

In the prairie sections the line has been kept in em
bankment everywhere possible as a precaution against 
snow blockades, and for the same reason slopes have 
been widened and flattened and the spoil deposited 
well away from the line as a snow screen. At stations, 
sidings are thrown out so far that cars standing on 
them cannot cause drifts on the main line. Only 
twelve miles of snow fencing are used on the prairie 
section. There was no detention from snow last winter 
between the Columbia River and Lake Superior ex
ceeding' four hours at any one time. For 400 miles 
west of Winnipeg there is no good gravel in large 
quantities, and pockets only sufficient to ballast the 
wettest portion of the road. The top prairie soil is 
used for surfacing. 

The Mountain Section.-In Canada the Rocky Moun
tains may be said to terminate as a distinct range 
between the 51st and 52d parallel; thence descending 
to the Peace River Pass, latitude 56 degrees north, 
which is only about 2,000 feet above sea level. This is 

, the first river which cuts entrrely through the Rocky 
Mountains, and heads west of the range, draining the 
table lands between the coast range and the Rockies. 
Between Peace River and the international boundary, 
ten passes have been explored, all lowering as you go 
northward, diminishing from 7,000 to 2,000 feet in alti-

I tude. The Yellow Head Pass, with an altitude of 3,733 
I feet, had been selected by the government in the first 

instance as the route for the ra..ilroad. The timber line, 
in the Canadian Rockies, is about 7,000 feet above the 
sea, and above the altitude of {S,OOO feet snow falls to 
some extent every month of the year. Above this ele
vation there are large patches of perpetual snow, and 
true glaciers are found there. The mountain section 
of the Canadian Pacific extends from the eastern slope 
of the Rockies to the terminus at the city of Vancouver, 
522 miles by railroad, but less than 400 as the crow 
flies. 

The Bow River valley led up by an easy route from 
the 50th parallel to more than one pass.· In descend
ing the western slope of the Rockies, by the Kicking 
Horse Pass, the most southern available one, the line 
leaves the valley of Bow River by ascending one of its 
tributaries about three miles, to a marshy summit 5,300 
ft. above tide water, and the pass is without cutting or 
tunnel. Eastward from the point where this line 
leaves Bow River there is no grade to Atlantic tide 
water exceeding 1 per cent., but immediately after 
crossing the summit the heaviest grade on the whole 
line is encc.uIltered-4� per cent. on two stretches of 
3;l4' miles each. All the gradients on the Canadian 
Pacific which exceed 1 per cent. are concentrated upon 
the 134 miles which lie between Bow River and the 
point 1M miles west of Albert Canon on the western 
slope of the Selkirk range. 

No trail has yet been discovered over the Selkirk 
range, but the distance across this range in the direc
tion aimed at was less than one-third of the distance 
following the river northward around it by the fifty
second parallel, and therefore strenuous efforts were 
made to tind a pass, which, after repeated trials, was 
effected by Major Rogers, M. Am. Soc. C. E. This 
Selkirk crossing, the summit of which is 4,300 ft. above 
tide water, penetrating a previously unexplored region, 
is one of the few cases in which the locomotive preced
ed the Indian in the formation of any kind of trail. 
The mountain work ill not heavy, but its cost is in 
stl'uetures over and under the track, which are called 
for for protection against SIlOW. Strong and costly 
sheds are required to meet the avalanches, and large 
bridges merely to get out of the way of them. 

During the winter of 1885-86, engineers were left in 
the Selkirks to study the requirements as to snow 
sheds, and in the following SUIDmer 35 sheds were built, 
having a total length of four miles. The experience of 
the next winter caused the further increase of these 
SilOW sheds to six miles, and a still further increase of 
about a mile is found to be necessary. 

THE PARIS EXHIBITION OF tS89-PLAN OF THE CHAMP DE MARS. 

These sheds are designed according to the service 
tbey are to perform: (1) for protection against snow 
falls only; (2) for protection against avalanches from 
one side ; (3) for protection against avalanches from 

grade going west is, with one exception, 1 per eent. 
Coming ea.st the maximum is 40 ft. to Winnipeg, and 
25 ft. th�nce to Lake Superior. There is one grade 
g:oing west �rom Lake Superior which exceeds t�e estab
lished maXImum; tha.t IS a short grade startmg from 
Medicine Hat, a divisi�nal station,where a pusher is 
used. 

There is an interesting exltlnple or rail creeping on a 
highly elastic roadbed on this ,division, where the liue 
crosses a "muskeg," the IQdian name for bog. The 
roadbed here yields about 6 in. to every passing train. 
Wit,h a consolidation engine hauling 31'j cars, the traek 
crept 26 in. in the direction in which the train was 
moving. The rails creep for about % of a mile east 
and about � a mile west of a smail bridge at the foot of 
Ii\o gra.d� in both direcliloDs. They creep with every train, 

both sides. The latter are called valley sheds, are flat 
the contractors' specifications. Separate prices were roofed and cost about $66 per lineal foot. The typical 
made for granite (the country rock), mica schist, and avalanche sheds are built with rock·filled cribs on the 
trap, and for trap different prices were made for cut· mountain side and braced framework on the other 
tings under 3 ft. and over' <3 ft. deep. Separate prices side. These cost $40 to $70 per lineal foot. The galle
were also stated for hard pan and cemented material, ry shed has no crib work, but the roof is carried up 
but tenderers gener;'lliy did not recognize any difference against the mountain side by strong framework. These 
in their bids, no doubt because the specification ap- cost $15 to $40 per lineal foot. These gallery sheds 
plied the !!lame test fo]' both. It read: •. Hard material, usually flank t.he typical sheds. The sheds are (!ut at 
where a. good picker cannot keep more than two good intervals for light, ventilation, and to arrest fires, and 
shov�lers going, shaH be termed hard pan, or cemented opposit.e these cuts are screen fences or glance works 
material, as the case may be." The price for hard pan arranged with a strong apex up hill in the path of the 
and cemented mftteri>!d w

. 
a880 ct�. (more than double the 

I 
snow

. 
slides and wings curving off to direct the snow to 

earth priee); the good picker and the two goad shovel- the point protected by sheds. A summer track is often 
ers could not be expected to 'be always together, and carried outside of the sbed,s for greater security against 
however numerous the former might be at any time or fire, and to permit travelers to see the country as tbey 
place, the pickings Were good whether the pickers were pass. The total expenditure for snow sheds and ot4er 
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work for snow protection has been $2,900,000, and it is 
proposed to expend $200,000 IIlore to complete the 
system. 

When snow sheds are near together, the telegraph 
line is carried by underground cable, and the only 
interm ptions of telegraphic COIllIllU nication along the 
road last winter were from wind storms, and in no case 
was communication cut off more than four hours. 

Of course expensive protection against fire must have 
been provided for the sheds and other structural works, 
as well as for the preservation of forests. In many 
cases flumes are carried along the roofs of sheds and 
filled with water from the mountain brooks. In other 
cases pipe lines are laid through the sheds. The loco
motives are provided with hose connected to the injec
tor by globe valves, and tanks of 6,000 gals. capacity 
are kept on flat cars at sidings. 

1'he snowfall of 1886-87 was the heaviest ever ob
served in the Selkirk country, exceeding 35 ft. at the 
sUlllmit of the range. Eight and one half feet fell in six 
days. 1'he sheds stood up well, although loaded with 
snow 50 ft. deep, and weighing 30 lb. per cubic ft. 

One valley shed not entirely finished was struck by 
an avalanche, and the roof carried 200 ft. up the oppo
site side of the valley. The shed was filled with snow, 
which was piled 30 ft. above it, and in clearing it out 
empty spaces were found in the shed large enough for 
a man to pass through, evidently caused by the con
fined air, indicating the rapidity of movement of the 
snow slide. A rock slide of 100 cubic yds. passed over 
one of these sheds, leaving a rock of ten tons weight 
on the roof. 

The avalanches start sometimes 4, 000 or 5,000 ft. above 
the level of the track, and bring down a quarter of a 
million cubic yards of material. They creep over the 
slope of a glacier or of old packed snow till a steep 
slope is reached, and then with tremendous velocity 
sweep down into the valley, sometimes crossing it and 
ascending the opposite slope 200 or 300 ft. Sheds more 
than 100 ft. above the valley have been struck by ava
lanches from the opposite slope. The avalanche is 
accompanied by a hurricane, locally called a "flurry," 
which uproots trees or snaps off their tops to some 
distance either side of the path of the avalanche, and 
against these flurries the trestles and bridges must be 
protected by guys. The superintendent of the Pacific 
division is confident that with the additional three 
quarters of a mile of snow shed now planned there will 
be no further serious interruption to traffic from ava
lanches. 

Mud slides have given great annoyance in the Sel
kirks, particularly on the western or wetter slope. 
They have often necessitated cleaning out cuts with 
steam shovel and derrick, and are guarded against by 
double rows of piles, 8 ft. apart on each side, braced, 
and the space between filled with gravel, which is also 
used behind the outer row of piles. 

The bridging in the mountain section is entirely of 
wood, except the cantilever over the Fraser. There 
are in the Selkirks three bridges, 154, 175, and 294 ft. 
high respectively. The last, the Stony Creek bridge, 
is 490 ft. long, with one span of 172 ft. It will soon be 
replaced by a steel arch springing from the sides of 
the V-shaped ravine about half way up. The metal 
bridges east of the Rocky Mountains are of heavy pat
tern, designed by the late C. Shaler Smith, M. Am. 
Soc. C. E. 

By crossing the Selkirks instead of going around 
them in the Columbia River valley, the road is short
ened 80 miles. Leaving the valley of the Columbia, 
the line crosses the Gold range through Eagle Pass, 
the summit being only 1,800 ft. above tide. From the 
western side of the Gold range, the line follows the 
shores of lakes and rivers draining into the Pacific. 
Here is heavy work and tunneling, but it is whim the 
line descends the Fraser Riyer, cutting through the 
Coast range, that the heaviest consecutive 100 miles on 
the whole route is encountered. This section, built by 
the government, cost about $10,000,000, without rolling 
stock or stations. There are Ilumerous tunnels and 
rock cuts, and a cantilever bridge of 300 ft. span, de
signed by Mr. C. C. Schneider, M. Am. Soc. C. E., 
crOSSflS the Fraser River. This was the second canti
lever built on this continent. 

Divisional points are established at intervals of 125 
miles. At these points, tracks, round houses, etc., are 
laid out on a standard plan. At alternate divisional 
points repair shops are established. At all divisional 
points are water t.anks, 40 ft. high, to give sufficient 
pressure for washing' out engines, and at the alternate 
divisional points are wrecking cars, pile drivers, tool 
cars, bridge and track material, and other emergency 
material. In the new country, stations are arranged 
at intervals of 16 miles, passing tracks are laid about 
half way between these stations. making the crossing 
interval generally eight miles. This is reduced where 
there is considerable traffic. 

The fuel supply is: Nova Scotia coal for the Eastern 
system; Pennsylvania coal, from neal' Ottawa to 
Brandon, the first divisional station west of Winnipeg; 
and west of Brandon, Canadian tertiary coal from the 
Bow River deposit is used until it is met in the moun
tains by Pacific coast coal from Vancouver Island. 
The Bow River coal is estimated to be within 15 pel' 

winged plows. For the efficient working of the snow 
plow train through the Illountains, it has heen found 
necessary in Illany places to move the line out from the 
hillside to leave room for the accumulation of snow on 
the slopes. In descending long heavy grades, the 
freight t,rains make frequent stoppages to cool off, and 
prevent the breaking of the cast iron wheels from ex
cessive heating by the brakes. On the Selkirk division, 
721b. steel rails are used, with 3,500 ties per mile. 

The company have omitted no precautions to secure 
the safety and comfort of passengers. For hundreds 
of miles no supplies can be procured except by train, 
and in view of detentions, each through train, from 
Montreal, in addition to the dining car supplies, car
ries in the baggage car an emergency box of provisions 
to be used exclusively for passengers, and only in caRe 
of necessity. Besides this, at nine points in the Selkirks 
and Eagle Pass, where detention by snow slides is pos
sible, provision magazines are established in safe posi
tions, at intervals of ten or twelve miles, so that no 
train may be caught more than six miles from food. 
These provisions are emptied in the spring, and replen
ished by fresh supplies in the autumn. 

mountains for stop-over tourists or sportsmen wishing 
to hunt the Rocky Mountain goat, now almost limited 
to these latitudes; the big horn, the grizzly, and the 
mountain lion; or farther north the caribou, and in 
the foothills deer, elk, and antelope; or to cast a fly in 
the trout streams and lakes of the mountain region. 

QUADRUPLE COMPOUND ENGINE. 
WE give four views of a new type of four-cylinder 

compound engine lately introduced by Messrs. Fleming 
& Ferguson, of Paisley. Our illustrations are taken 
from the dra wings of small engines of abou t 120 horse 
power, which are to be placed in a yacht being built 
for Mr. Sholto Douglas. We may mention, however, 
that Messrs. Fleming & ]'erguson have now in hand 
engines of a sirililar type which are to indicate 1,800 
horse power. 

Referring to our illustrations, Fig. 1 is a perspective 
view, Fig. 2 an end elevation, Fig. 3 a front elevation, 
and Fig. 4 a plan. It will be seen that the arrange
ment is peculiar, all the cylinders being placed on one 
level. 1'he ad vantage in getting a lower engine will be 

QUADRUPLE EXPANSION ENGINE. 

cent. of the value of Pittsburg coal. . Anthracite is Coal and oil supplies are also similarly" cached," and I at once apparent, and this at least should be a very de
being worked alongside the main line in the Rocky emergency fnel for the locomotives. Bridge and track sirable feature in applying these engines to war ships. 
Mountains, and is used for passenger cars and domestic material is held loaded on cars to shorten detention of 

I 
As neither of the two piston rods of each pair of cylin

purposes as far east as Winnipeg. The Bow River coal tl·ains. Extremes llleet; the voyagers of the Hudson del'S can be over the crank shaft, the axis of which is in 
area is estimated to contain three hundred and thirty Bay Company, Arctic explorers, and hunters and trap- the usual place in the middle of the engine bed, the 
millions of tons, and will be the chief source of the Pel'S in the mountains, cached their surplus stores ordinary connecting rod is replaced by a steel casting, 
supply for the prairie region. Natural gas has been against the ravages of fire, wolves, the wolverine, or the as shown in Fig. 2. Attached to the crosshead of each 
discovered in boring for water near the foot hills, and polar bear; and now the most recent specimen of the piston rod is a link, the lower end of these links being 
is used for pumping at two of the company's stations. highest type of transportation confirms by its emerg- attached to the triangular steel casting which takes 

The locomotive equipment of the Canadian Pacific ency magazines the wisdom of the pioneers in the old the place of the connecting rod. The lower end of the 
has already been described, in more or less detail, in times before the railroad era. casting has brasses in which the crank pin works in 
the Railroad Gazette. The consolidation locoruotives For local passenger traffic, which, from the sparseness the usual way. There is a lever, or rock arm, which 
working in the Selkirk Mountains are equipped with of popUlation, has, like the freight business, to be cre- pivots on a pin in the engine framing, the other end 
the Westinghouse brake on the two forward drivers, the ated, there is chiefly that of prospectors for minerals being attached to a pin on the connecting piece, as 
American steam bra ke on the two rear drivers, and the and tim ber, ranch men, miners and I umbermen, and set- shown in Fig. 2. In the engine in question a prolonga
water brake. The automatic brake is used ascending tiers in the new towns, which can be regarded as tribu- tion of this arm is used to work the air pump, etc. The 
grades, and straight air descending. with hand brakes tary to the road. Through traffic with all the Pacific two pistons of each pair of cylinders ascend and de
manned.· The block system with teillphone addition is coast is competed for, and tourist travel is specially scend not quite together, one being a little in advance of 
extensively used in the mountains. cultivated. For this, the route through the mountain the other. Consequently, there is no dead center for 

In winter the consolidation engines are provided region offers exceptional attractions, and no expense either crank. 
with heavy pilot plows. These plows are made of 5-16 has been spared to make the most of this class of traf- The sequence of the cylinders will be seen from th'l 
iron double plated at the nose, with steel angles fico The hotels at the National Park in the Rockies, plan, Fig. 4. Steam is admitted to the high pressure 
and 6 in. by 1 in. iron strap stays. The height of the and at the terminus, Vancouver, are, like all the COIll- cylinder by means of the piston valve placed between 
nose is 5 ft., and of the wings, at theil' extremes, 772' ft., pany's equipments, modern and complete. The scenery the two first cylinders. The steam passes first into the 
clearing a width of 9 ft. at the bottom and 10 ft. at the is Alpine, the route the only glacier one in America, space between the flanges of the valve, and not into 
top. 'l'hese plows are often used ahead of the larger . and comfortable hostelries have been established in the the steam chest. From thence it ill admitted to the 
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